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Career Aims 

Short term (next 2 years): To extend my doctoral knowledge in multidimensional analytical method 

development for the characterization of biologically relevant macromolecular systems, by aligning myself 

with world-class academics experts and research institutions in the fields of polymer synthesis, and the 

fabrication of bioconjugates and polymer hybrids with diagnostic and therapeutic functionalities. 

Mid term (next 2-7 years): To acquire an academic position at a reputable international research institution, 

and generate novel and transformational scientific discoveries in biomedicine that will create new industries 

and markets. To establish collaborations between European and African research groups. 

Long term (next 7-15 years): To establish a record of accomplishment in generating novel and advanced 

scientific output, coordinate international collaborations, and ultimately carryout independent research. To 

contribute to the development of African University Education and Research and its fruitful interaction with 

the European and worldwide Research.  

Areas of Expertise 

Polymer Science; Analytical Chemistry; Polymer self-assemblies; Block copolymers; Thermal Field-Flow 

Fractionation; Chromatography; Hyphenated analytical techniques; ATR, FTIR Spectroscopy; Static and 

Dynamic Light Scattering 

Personal Information   

ORCID:  0000-0003-1397-8932 

Email:   muza@ipfdd.de 

ResearchGate:  https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Upenyu_Muza 

Linkedin:   https://www.linkedin.com/in/upenyu-l-m-73594b53/ 

Academic Qualification 

 Ph.D. in Polymer Science and Chemistry, Stellenbosch University, South Africa, 11 Feb 2017 – 

6 Aug 2019. 

 M.Sc. in Polymer Science and Chemistry (Cum Laude), Stellenbosch University, South Africa, 1 

Jul 2015 – 8 Feb 2017. 

 B.Sc. (Honors) in Applied Chemistry (2.1 class), National University of Science and Technology, 

Zimbabwe, 20 Sept 2010 – 6 Nov 2014. 

Ph.D. thesis work 

Title: Thermal field-flow fractionation and the advanced analysis of complex polymers 

Self-assemblies and composites designed from block copolymers have found an important niche in 

nanotechnology. In order to establish commercially viable and sustainable polymeric applications for such 

materials in industry, there is a need to develop advanced analytical methods for their characterization. Self-

assemblies being polymeric in nature inherently exhibit molecular heterogeneity, and thus their molecular 

properties are not specific but rather exist as distributions, which immensely impacts on their ultimate 

performance. As such, there is a critical need to move away from the traditional batch mode analytical 

techniques which only yield average property values. Instead, it is imperative to embrace separation 

techniques such as size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and field-flow fractionation (FFF) which have 

been applied for the analysis of molecular properties and the corresponding distributions. In particular, the 

advent of thermal field-flow fractionation (ThFFF) as a sub-technique of FFF has permitted for unique and 



unison separations of self-assemblies according to both hydrodynamic size (Dh) and chemical composition 

(CC). 

 

Characterization of complex polymer self-assemblies and large aggregates by multidetector thermal field-

flow fractionation.1 

Multidetector ThFFF is a unique tool for the 

characterization of polymer self-assemblies. 

This technique was demonstrated to have a 

higher potential for the separation, 

identification, and quantitation of multiple 

morphologies of complex self-assemblies of 

amphiphilic PS-PEO block copolymers. 

Information on molar mass, particle size, 

chemical composition, and their respective 

distributions were obtained in a single measurement. Furthermore, multidetector ThFFF proved to be a 

suitable technique for monitoring the dynamics of formation for mixed micelles. The fact that very complex 

morphologies including jellyfish- and worm-like entities could be fractionated opened a wide range of 

potential applications for ThFFF in the analysis of branched and crosslinked molecular structures, and 

nanoparticles of polymer self-assemblies with multiple and complex morphological distributions. 

 

Stereocomplexation of polymers in micelle nanoreactors as studied by multiple detection thermal field-

flow fractionation.2 

Stereoregular polymers can be chemically or physically 

manipulated to form unique crystalline stereocomplexes (SC)s 

that consequently precipitate out of solution. This study 

demonstrates that micellar nanoreactors (MNR)s can be used to 

provide a viable route for studying SC in solution. While i-PMMA 

and s-PMMA separately exhibit random coil conformations in 

solution, blends of the two polymers form stereocomplexes under 

specific and well-defined conditions.  

Significant changes in ATR-FTIR signal intensities, signal shifts and remarkable size changes are used as 

probes for SC. In addition to providing the expected hydrodynamic size measurements, DLS studies 

performed on the micelles and MNRs were also aimed at 

studying solubility.  

The primary confirmation for the solubility of the MNRs 

is obtained from the data “quality reports” and “expert 

advice” generated in the results sheets of all size 

measurements. “Good” quality is reported throughout as 

expected for soluble and homogeneous solutions without 

any “sedimentation”, and such scenario is not typical for 

cases involving precipitation. Another confirmation for 

solubility is obtained from the fact that unimodality of the 

size distributions is consistently measured, moreso within 

the nanometer range, whereas any precipitation would be 

                                                           
1 Muza, U. L.; Greyling, G.; Pasch, H. Characterization of Complex Polymer Self-Assemblies and Large Aggregates by Multidetector 

Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. Anal. Chem. 2017, 89, 7216–7224. https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.7b01445. 
2 Muza, U. L.; Greyling, G.; Pasch, H. Stereocomplexation of Polymers in Micelle Nanoreactors as Studied by Thermal Field-Flow 
Fractionation. Analytical Chemistry 90 (2018) 13987-13995. DOI: 10.1021/acs.analchem.8b03590 



expected to be in the micrometer size range. It is expected that the surface chemistry of all the MNRs is 

similar, being composed of PS shells. Therefore, any elution trends of these MNRs should strictly be based 

on their sizes, as is demonstrated in this work.  

 

Thermal field-flow fractionation with quintuple detection for the comprehensive analysis of complex 

polymers.3 

The so-called quintuple 

detection (QD) 

approach is presented 

for the first time for 

ThFFF. This ThFFF-QD 

system has the 

following coupling of 

detectors in series, UV, 

multiangle light 

scattering (MALS), 

differential refractive 

index (dRI) and DLS, 

with the differential 

viscometer (dVis) 

connected parallel to the 

dRI. The method development of ThFFF-QD is demonstrated for star, linear, protonated (PSH) and 

deuterated (PSD) polystyrenes (PS) as model compounds. 

Comparable and complimentary information regarding size, structure and molar mass (Mw) is concurrently 

obtained, thereby enabling a comprehensive analysis plus a self-validation protocol. Comparable values of 

coefficients of diffusion (D) and thermal diffusion (DT) are obtained from the respective size values 

measured from dVis and DLS, respectively. As expected, size exclusion chromatography (SEC) of the 

isotopic PSs having similar molar masses produces co-elution, however, the alternative ThFFF separation 

provides unprecedented higher resolution. As expected, all the calculated DTs are comparable. However, 

significant resolutions are observed for the separation of isotopic PSs, and such resolution cannot be 

explained by the inherent minor size differences. 

Interestingly, significant differences in intrinsic viscosities (IVs) exist between the isotopic PS analogues, 

and notably the IVs share similar trends as a function of elution. To explain the elution trends, ThFFF can 

be hypothesized to be exhibiting sensitivity to gravimetric/density differences of the isotopic PS analogues. 

In the extended application of ThFFF-QD for the characterization of block copolymer (BCP) self-assemblies 

(SAs), the IVs and their respective distributions are shown to be measurable. In a novel approach, 

complimentary structural information from the online analysis of SAs is elucidated from the Mark-Houwink 

(MH) and conformation plots, respectively. 

The utility of MH and conformation plots allows for the reliable derivation of polymer structure in solution 

as a function of Mw. The respective slopes of these plots unfold valuable structural information. In a good 

solvent, random linear coils, hyperbranched and hard spheres are known to have slope values of 0.55, 0.3-

0.5 and 0.33 for the conformation plot, and 0.7, 0.3-0.5 and 0 for the MH plot, respectively. Moreover, for 

1.4-PBd-PS in heptane, the self-assembly of the solvophobic PS to form core microphases within the 

solvophilic 1.4-PBd nanoshells is applied in order to derive UV detection calibrations of the inherently 

insoluble PS. Therefore, enabling compositional analysis of such nanocarrier systems by applying the 

                                                           
3 Muza, U. L.; Pasch, H. Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation with Quintuple Detection for the Comprehensive Analysis of Complex 
Polymers (just published). Analytical Chemistry (2019). DOI: 10.1021/acs.analchem.9b01384. 

 



principles of dual concentration detection, where dRI permits total concentration detection of the entire 1.4-

PBd-PS entity, whilst UV detection at a wavelength of 254 nm is only sensitive to PS. 

 

 

International academic visits 

1. International doctoral internship in Biomacromolecular analysis; Leibniz Institute of Polymer 

Research Dresden e. V., Dresden, Germany, May-July, 2019. 

Lecturing Experience 

Period Institution Module Task 

2015-2018 Stellenbosch 

University 

1. Inorganic Chemistry 

2. Organic Chemistry 

Tutor first year Science students; 

collecting and grading laboratory 

reports. 

Postdoctoral collaborations  

Collaborator University Country Publications 

Prof. Krzysztof Matyjaszewski Carnegie Mellon University USA 1 (Pending) 

PD. Albena Lederer Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research  Germany 1 (Pending) 

Prof. Frederic Violleau Ecole d’Ingenieurs de Purpan France 1 (Pending) 

 

Industrial Experience 

B.Sc. Honors Industrial internship; Sable Chemicals/ Improchem, Zimbabwe, 2012-2013. 

Duties: Project management, quality control and assurance of the production process for ammonium nitrate 

fertilizer, drafting reports, and participating in production management meetings. 

 

Research work featured in books 

Book title: Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation of Polymers (2019). Chapters: 3 and 4. 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-10650-8 

Awards 

2019 SACI Postgraduate Award: Awarding authority: South African Chemical Institute, South Africa. 

Criteria: The award is reserved for Masters and Doctoral students showing research independence, and 

whose work is judged to be innovative and enterprising. Awarded to only 5 individuals nationwide South 

Africa. 

2019 Ph.D. Incentive Award. Awarding authority: Faculty of Science, Stellenbosch University. Criteria: 

Award received for obtaining a Ph.D. in less than 3 years. Dr. Muza completed his Ph.D. with 3publications 

in press.  

2019 Best Poster Award. Awarding authority: Ninth International Symposium on the Separation and 

Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Macromolecules. Criteria: Award received for best scientific 

research poster presentation. Poster: Stereocomplexation of Polymers in Micelle Nanoreactors as Studied 

by Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. 

2019 Best Poster Award. Awarding authority: Ninth International Symposium on the Separation and 

Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Macromolecules. Criteria: Award received for best scientific 

research poster presentation. Poster: Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation with Quintuple Detection for the 

Comprehensive Analysis of Complex Polymers. 

2019 International Travel Award. Awarding authority: Postgraduate Office. Criteria: Award received 

based on the scientific quality of the abstract and the academic quality of the candidate.  

2019 Erasmus Plus Award. Awarding authority: European Union Commission. Criteria: Grant received 

based on the precedence of academic excellence, and as an opportunity for educational mobility.  

2017 Scholarship for Doctoral Research. Awarding authority: National Research Fund, South Africa. 

Criteria: Scholarship received on the basis of academic excellence in the Masters studies.  



2017 Post Graduate Open Day Award. Awarding authority: Department of Chemistry and Polymer 

Science, Stellenbosch University. Criteria: Voted first runner up in the category of best popular science 

explanation of current research in polymer science.  

2017 Merit award. Awarding authority: Postgraduate Office. Criteria: Award received for obtaining a 

M.Sc. with distinction (Cum laude). Awarded to less than 2% of all M.Sc. students in South Africa.  

2017 Best Poster Award. Awarding authority: Eighth International Symposium on the Separation and 

Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Macromolecules. Criteria: Award received for best scientific 

research poster presentation. Poster: Characterization of Complex Polymer Self-Assemblies and Large 

Aggregates by Multi-Detector Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. 

 

 

2017 Merit Award for First Ph.D. Publication. Awarding authority: Postgraduate Office. Criteria: Award 

received for publishing the very first Ph.D. article in a high impact factor journal (Analytical Chemistry). 

This award is reserved for students holding a Cum laude grading on their preceding degree qualification.  

2016 Scholarship for Masters Research. Awarding authority: National Research Fund, South Africa. 

Criteria: Scholarship received on the basis of academic excellence in the Honours studies. 

 

Selected Journal Publications:  

1. UL Muza, H Pasch. Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation with Quintuple Detection for the 

Comprehensive Analysis of Complex Polymers. Analytical Chemistry (2019). doi/pdf/10.1021/ 

acs.analchem.9b01384. Impact Factor: 6.04.  

2. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Stereocomplexation of Polymers in Micelle Nanoreactors as 

Studied by Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. Analytical Chemistry (2018), 90, (23), 13987-13995. 

doi/ pdf/10.1021/acs.analchem.8b03590. Impact Factor: 6.04.  

3. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Core microstructure, morphology and chain arrangement of 

block copolymer self-assemblies as investigated by thermal field-flow fractionation. Journal of 

Chromatography A (2018), 1562, 87-95. https:// doi.org/10.1016/j.chroma.2018.05.065. Impact 

Factor: 3.72.  

4. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Characterization of Complex Polymer Self-Assemblies and 

Large Aggregates by Multi-Detector Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. Analytical Chemistry 

(2017), 89, 7216-7224. doi/abs/10.1021/ acs.analchem.7b01445. Impact Factor: 6.04.  

5. UL. Muza, D. Dube, A. Ochieng, H. Chiririwa. Investigation of the Electromagnetic Enhancement 

for the Abatement of Hexavalent Chromium using Magnetite as Adsorbent. Iranian Journal of 

Science and Technology (2016), 41, (3) 859-865. doi.org/10.1007/s40995-016-0102-z. Impact 

Factor: 0.80.  

Selected Conferences:  

1. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Thermal field-flow fractionation and the comprehensive analysis 

of complex polymers. Oral presentation at the Ninth International Symposium on the Separation 

and Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Polymers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 30 January 

- 1 February 2019. 

2. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Stereocomplexation of Polymers in Micelle Nanoreactors as 

Studied by Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. Poster presentation at the Ninth International 

Symposium on the Separation and Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Polymers, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands, 30 January - 1 February 2019. 

3. UL Muza, H Pasch. Novel Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation Quintuple Detection (ThFFF - QD) 

for the Comprehensive Analysis of Complex Polymers. Poster presentation at the Ninth 

International Symposium on the Separation and Characterization of Natural and Synthetic 

Polymers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 30 January - 1 February 2019. 

4. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Stereocomplexation of Polymers in Micelle Nanoreactors as 

Studied by Thermal Field-Flow Fractionation. Poster presentation at the Thirteenth International 



Conference on Advanced Polymers via Macromolecular Engineering, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 

15‐18 April 2019. 

5. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Core microstructure, morphology and chain arrangement of 

block copolymer self-assemblies as investigated by thermal field-flow fractionation. Oral 

presentation at the Nineteenth International Symposium on Field and Flow-based Separations, 

Columbia, SC, 14-17 May 2018. 

6. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Multi-detector thermal field-flow fractionation (THFFF) as a 

characterization technique for complex polymer self-assemblies and large aggregates. Poster 

presentation at the Fourteenth UNESCO/IUPAC Workshop and Conference on Macromolecules 

and Materials, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 10-13 April, 2017. 

7. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. Thermal field-flow fractionation and the analysis of complex 

self-assemblies. Poster presentation at the Eighth International Symposium on the Separation and 

Characterization of Natural and Synthetic Polymers, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 30 January - 3 

February 2017. 

8. UL Muza, GH Greyling, H Pasch. A comprehensive analysis of the evolution of worm and jellyfish 

micelles by multi-detector thermal field-flow fractionation (ThFFF). Oral presentation at the 

Plastic Institute of South Africa International Conference, Stellenbosch, South Africa, 9-10 

November 2017. 

 

   



 


